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Abstract: - Latex will typically be outlined as the simplest way or the desired format within which the scientific papers 

and therefore the analysis documents area unit typically written. Writing a paper within the latex format isn't a simple 

task. there's a nominal approach within which the paper has got to be written before it may well be printed. So , the 

project has been developed so as to form the given task simple. Papers written the authors or the writers area unit 

typically written within the word file. so the project has typically been developed in such the simplest way that the given 

document are born-again into the latex format into one single click. So it'd be terribly helpful even for the user to convert 

the given document into an equivalent format. What is more it ought to additionally alter an equivalent so the topic will 

be directly born-again and would be simple for the user to convert and do an equivalent. what is more it's a time 

economical mechanism and thus processes the desired . This economical technique has not nevertheless been developed 

therefore this major work should be processed and in accordance with the given format. that the paper is printed simply 

and with efficiency. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
LaTeX ordinarily pronounced as titled as LaTeX, and a shortening of Lamport TeX could be a word processor and a 

document language. it's distinguished from typical word processors like Microsoft Word, LibreOffice author and Apple 

Pages therein the author uses plain text as against formatted text, counting on markup tagging conventions to outline the 

final structure of a document (such as article, book, and letter), to stylize text throughout a document (such as daring and 

italic), and to feature citations and cross-referencing. A TeX distribution like TeX Live or MikTeX is employed to supply 

associate computer file (such as PDF or DVI) appropriate for printing or digital distribution. 

 Latex is normally or basically used as a system that usually stands alone or is basically used as a mediate format. In past 

it was usually started as a tool for mathematicians and computer scientists. The need was generally occured to write 

documents that usually included math expressions and non-Latin scripts such as Arabic , Sanskrit or Chinese. LaTeX is 

usually distributed in conjunction with plain TeX. it's distributed beneath a free software package license, the LaTeX 

Project Public License (LPPL). The LPPL isn't compatible with the wildebeest General Public License, because it needs 

that changed files should be clearly differentiable from their originals (usually by dynamic  the filename); this was done to 

make sure that files that rely upon different files can turn out the expected behavior and avoid dependency hell.  

 

1.1 The proposed working 

The LPPL is DFSG compliant as of version one.3. As free software package, LaTeX is obtainable on most in operation 

systems as well as UNIX (Solaris, HP-UX, AIX), BSD (FreeBSD, Mac OS X, NetBSD, OpenBSD), UNIX (Red Hat, 

Debian GNU/Linux, Arch, Gentoo). LaTeX documents will be opened with any text editor. They incorporates plain text 

and don't contain hidden data formatting codes or binary directions. in addition, TeX documents will be shared by 

rendering the LaTeX file to made Text Format or XML. this will be done exploitation the free computer code programs 

LaTeX2RTF or TeX4ht. LaTeX also can be rendered to PDF files exploitation the LaTeX extension pdfLaTeX. LaTeX files 

containing Unicode text will be processed into PDFs by the LaTeX extension XeLaTeX. 

 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Reports or Scientific papers square measure typically written within the word file. 

It is a busy task for the author to rewrite the papers in latex. 

Latex has its own pre-defined annotations. 

The planned system can offer category or vogue files for a technical institute to convert: 
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    1. Thesis. 

    2. Project Reports.    

It is invariably agitated for the writers to write down the paper within the latex format. 

The writers and researchers will place their total effort in writing their papers rather than worrying regarding however it's 

to be printed 

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL 
 

The projected system permits the system to convert the given pdf document to latex fomat in barely one single click. therefore the 

given system builds the given efficent to create it projected and promptly out there for the common users to make and make the 

method out there.. 

 

Algorithm:   
1)Choose the given pdf or doc file 

2)Convert the subsequent document into text format. 

3)Align them within the given format 

4)Implement the given tags into the document. 

5)Store the given format into. tex form. 

6)Display the given document 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Data Flow Diagram 

 
 

 

IV. BENIFITS 
 

4.1 Portability 

    The LaTeX system that processes the document and produces the finished document has been enforced on the subject of each 

thought platform you care to say. 

    The default computer file format for LaTeX. This was around well before PDF was unreal up and also the top quality files will be 

viewed via software system viewers or written out. DVI is associate open commonplace, thus another time, readers are extraordinarily 
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moveable and exist on most in operation systems. Admittedly, DVI is hardly omnipresent and today it's usually bypassed in favor for 

PDF. 

 

4.2 Flexibility 

         You can get LaTeX to try to on the subject of something you'll suppose of! Over the years, an awesome choice of packages to 

increase its potential and macros that may alter complicated tasks have get being, most of that are freely offered on CTAN. as an 

example, Latex’s main users are among academe and analysis establishments and that they profit massively due to the Bibtex package 

that gives listing management - I pity my Word-using colleagues who are suffering by truly manually word-processing their 

bibliographies. 

 

4.3 Control 

          Even with easy documents, you'll quickly become annoyed by Word's rather unintelligent interference.  you have got your 

thirty-page document with text, tables and pictures. you simply spent the evening obtaining it formatted nicely - all of your figures 

within the right place so you notice that one in every of your paragraphs is not clear enough.  

          You add one sentence, that then pushes a picture on to successive page, exploit a huge gap at rock bottom of that page wherever 

your image once was. This then daisy-chains down, sound alternative tables and pictures out of place all the thanks to the tip of your 

document! it is a real laugh. fortuitously, LaTeX is far additional clever during this respect and positions your pictures and tables with 

lots of sense. So, if you would like your image to seem at rock bottom of a given page, it's going to keep there! 

 

4.4 Quality 

       It's tough to disagree that the output from LaTeX is way superior to what Word will manufacture. this is often emphatic greatest 

once it involves documents with high mathematical content, that could be a major strength for LaTeX.  Its algorithms for egg laying 

out text are additional refined and very fine-grained.  

 

LaTeX works with the thought of niceness LaTeX contains a giant set of metrics that it evaluates against once generating your 

document. It experiments with numerous permutations of parameters and determines the one which supplies the "nicest" output. It will 

take the time to try to this as a result of it's not interactive. Word processors do not have the machine resources offered to hold out the 

equivalent calculations and still stay interactive.  forget that typesetting is really knowledgeable talent - people train for years to be told 

the way to layout publications. 

 

4.5 Scalability 

       In my personal expertise, victimization Word for documents with over twenty pages has not been a nice expertise. Obviously, that 

might be my very own unhealthy luck, however that's conjointly the impression I've got from alternative users too. 

 

        With LaTeX, I've ne'er found such issues. to boot, you're liberal to split giant documents into smaller chunks so let LaTeX mix 

them altogether later. It may produce tables of content, indexes and bibliographies simply, even on multi-file comes. 

Stability 

 

4.6 Cost 

           It's a smart purpose. this is often not a deficiency of LaTeX, as a result of it simply processes the words you provide it. 

However, among your text-editor, you are doing not get fancy lines highlight your orthography errors or unhealthy descriptive 

linguistics as you sort, such as you get with Word, nonetheless it is a feature users have return to expect once writing documents. 

           For starters, I don't very look after a descriptive linguistics checker and anyone who truly depends on that once victimization 

Word would be comfortable shopping for a book than taking the useless recommendation it provides. 

 

V. Conclusion 
 

This paper provides away an outline or a top level view within which the scientific papers or analysis papers is simply regenerate into 

Associate in Nursing latex format. changing the paper into the latex format isn't a simple task. thus this project in the main focuses on 

changing the given pdf or word document into the latex format in a very single click. what is more the task being straightforward and 

could be a time economical mechanism thus on place the paper within the needed method. This is the simplest method within which 

the paper is created and may be revealed simply. what is more the simplest thanks to work is simply one click and an author gets the 

desired output. 

             There's no different downside that might be round-faced and is majorly a crucial method within which the work may be done 

and also the output is generated. so this can be the foremost helpful methodology that may be exhausted Associate in Nursing 

responsible and economical method. 
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